To the memory of my Mother.

RESIGNATION
(There Is No Song Within Our Glad Heart Singing)
Duet
Soprano and Alto.

Lyric and Music by
CARO ROMA.

Moderato.

Piano.

Con PedaZe.

SOPRANO.

There is no song within our glad heart
There is no eye that sparkles clear and
Hope on, dear heart, although thy steps may

ALTO.

a tempo.
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singing, But has an echo of some minor
bright, But has been dimmed and with sad tears been
falter, There is a God who watches over

strain. There is no happy day its gladness
wet. There is no morning brilliant with Heaven's
all. What though all things on earth must fade and

bringing, But has one hour that's filled with hidden
light. But evening follows when the sun has
alter, Have faith in Him who marks the sparrow's
There is no rose so beautiful, so
There is no memory so fondly
There is a Heav'n so beautiful, so
No rose so beautiful, so
No memory so fondly
A Heav'n so beautiful, so

But has a thorn amid its scent, and
But brings with it some sorrow back again,
Where neither Death nor Sorrow enters

There is no life so perfect, so complete,
There is no heart where in Love never
Thy heav'nly Father knoweth what is
No life so perfect, so complete,
No heart where in Love never
Thy Father knoweth what is
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and purified. A

leave thy little life to Him.
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1st & 2nd Endings.

plete imperished best
But has its doubts, its cares and bitter
Have faith, and

But has been tried and purified by

grief.
pain.
leave thy little life to

3rd Ending.

a tempo.

Him.

a tempo.